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Abstract
Laser vapor screen (L VS) flow visualization systems that are fiber-
optic based have been developed and installed for aerodynamic research
in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel and the Langley
7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel. Fiber optics are used to deliver the
laser beam through the plenum shell that surrounds the test section of
each facility and to the light-sheet-generating optics positioned in the
ceiling window of the test section. Water is injected into the wind
tunnel diffuser section to increase the relative humidity and promote
condensation of the water vapor in the flow field about the model. The
condensed water vapor is then illuminated with an intense sheet of
laser light to reveal features of the flow field. The plenum shells are
optically sealed; therefore, video-based systems are used to observe and
document the flow field. Operational experience shows that the fiber-
optic-based systems provide safe, reliable, and high-quality off-surface
flow visualization in smaller and larger scale subsonic and transonic
wind tunnels. The design, the installation, and the application of the
Langley Research Center (LaRC) LVS flow visualization systems in
larger scale wind tunnels are highlighted in the present paper. The
efficiency of the fiber optic LVS systems and their insensitivity to
wind tunnel vibration, the tunnel operating temperature and pressure
variations, and the airborne contaminants are discussed.
Introduction
The laser vapor screen (LVS) method of flow vi-
sualization was first employed in 1951 in tile National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 1- by
3-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnels at the Ames Aero-
nautical Laboratory to study the vortical flows about
slender inclined bodies of revolution at high angles of
attack (ref. 1). ]In this experiment, a small amount
of water was injected downstream of the nozzle, and
vaporization was nearly instantaneous. The temper-
ature drop from the expansion in the supersonic noz-
zle caused the water vapor to condense into a fine fog.
A light sheet (or screen) produced by a high-pressure
mercury-vapor lamp was projected through a glass
window in the side of the test section in a plane per-
pendicular to the axis of the tunnel. This light sheet
was used to ilhnninate the fog as it was entrained
in the flow field over the model. A representative
installation of the vapor screen flow visualization is
sketched in figure 1. The distribution of condensed
water vapor and, consequently, the amount of scat-
tered light, within the plane of the light sheet were af-
fected by the flow disturbances created by the model
at a high angle of attack. This phenomenon permit-
ted the observation and the documentation of body
vortex cross sections, which appeared as black (tots
within a light background in the vapor screen image;
these dots were caused by the absence of scattered
light.
Similar experimental techniques and apparatus
were used in reference 2 to visualize vortices, vor-
tex sheets, lines of flow separation and reattaehment,
and shock waves at higher subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds. These tests were conducted, be-
ginning in the late 1950's, in the 3-Foot Supersonic
Wind Tunnel of the Royal Aeronautical Establish-
ment (RAE). The studies suggested that the lowest
free-stream Mach number at which the vapor screen
technique was practicable was approximately 0.85.
At lower Mach numbers, continuous injection of wa-
ter was required to maintain a satisfactory visualiza-
tion level, and dense white patches caused by local
condensation about the model obscured the images
when viewed from a downstream location.
Flow visualization using the vapor screen method
was extended to lower subsonic Maeh numbers
(M_c = 0.60) in experimental investigations of sym-
metric forebodies initiated in the 1970's in the 6- by
6-Foot Supcrsonic Wind Tunnel (rcf. 3) at thc Ames
Research Center. At subsonic Mach numbers, the
body vortices appeared as white spots surrounded
by a dark background; these white spots resulted
from the water vapor condensing first near the vor-
tex cores. Improved water injection control and more
uniform free-stream temperature distribution com-
pared with the experiments in reference 2 enabled
the observation and the documentation of the vor-
tices at Mach numbers of less than 0.85.
Lasers superseded the mercury-vapor lamps as
the primary light-sheet source beginning in tile late
1970's. Lasers provided a thinner, more intense sheet
of light which enhanced tile details of the vapor
screen images. The flow visualization method was
accordingly referred to as LVS. The LVS method
is designed for use at high subsonic through super-
sonic speeds, and it is distinguished from low-speed
laser light-sheet techniques that use different seeding
particles to visualize the cross-flow patterns. Ref-
erences 4 through 6 are representative of the high-
quality results obtained in low-speed wind tunnels
(Mx < 0.3) using smoke or propylene glycol as the
light-scattering medium.
The use of tile LVS method as a standard tool
to visualize the vortex-dominated flow fields about
subscale models of fighter aircraft configurations at
subsonic through supersonic speeds evolved from sev-
eral experimental investigations conducted by NASA
in cooperation with the United States Air Force and
Navy beginning in the mid-1980's. The initial testing
was conducted in the fi- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind
Tunnel at the Ames Research Center and the 7- by
10-Foot Transonic Tunnel (7- by 10-Foot TT) at the
David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) using sub-
scale models of generalized and specific fighter con-
figurations. Representative results from these stud-
ies (refs. 7 through 9) are presented in figures 2
through 4. The LVS method was used successfully to
establish a flow visualization data base on nmltiple-
vortex development, vortex-tail and vortex-shock
interactions, vortex breakdown, and vortex control
concepts at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.30
to 1.80. Continuous injection of water w_ required
at low Mach numbers to promote the desired conden-
sation patterns, while intermittent injection of wa-
ter in smaller amounts was sufficient at high Mach
numbers. Consistent with earlier studies (refs. 1
through 3), researchers found that the vortices ap-
peared as white regions surrounded by a clark back-
ground at the subsonic speeds and as clark regions
in a white background at supersonic speeds. At
transonic speeds, a combination of the two light-
scattering patterns typically occurred.
The testing in NASA and Navy facilities revealed
deficiencies in the LVS experimental setup employed
in larger scale wind tunnels. A mirror-1)ased system
was used to direct, or steer, the laser beam to the
light-sheet-generating optics located on the sidewall
or the ceiling of the wind tunnel test section. The
laser was located outside the pressure, or plenum,
shell surrounding the test section of the DTRC fa-
cility because of laser operational considerations. As
a result, tile laser beam was directed over a large
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distance, and several mirrors were required to steer
the beam to the light-sheet optics. 25mnel vibration
at high speeds promoted a misalignment of the laser
beam and optical components, while airborne con-
taminants (oil, for example) settling onto the mirror
surfaces reduced the quality and the intensity of the
light sheet at. the model. These effects sometimes
caused significant reductions in tunnel efficiency and
productivity because access to the optics inside the
plenum region was generally required to realign or
clean the systeln. In most cases, 2 to 3 hours were
required to vent the plenum region to atmospheric
pressure, realign or clean the optics, and repressur-
ize the plenum to the desired operating conditions.
In addition, the exposed laser beam and the use of
multiple mirrors posed a safety hazard, particularly
(luring the alignment, process, because the laser had
to bc aligned at high power.
Fiber optics (ref. 10) provided a solution to the
inherent problems of mirror-based beam delivery sys-
tems. A fiber optic cable extending from the laser
head to the light-sheet optics provided an effective
beam delivery and containment system with enough
power in the beam to produce a light sheet. A
prototype system consisting of a 150-ft-long fiber
optic cable and a continuous-wave (CW) argon-ion
laser was installed and successflflly applied by NASA
in 1989 for use in a test of a 0.06-scale F/A-18
model with forebody yaw control strakes in the 7- by
10-Foot TT (ref. 11) at. the DTRC. A nonpulsed laser
is well suited flJr visualizing low-dynamic vortical
flows, such as those generated by the F/A-18 con-
figuration in steady-flow conditions. A pulsed laser
is required to visualize high-dynamic flows as would
be encountered, for example, about a helicopter ro-
tor blade. Results from using this prototype system
are shown in figure 5. The flow visualization results
were obtained at Mac = 0.80 using a video camera
that was mounted aft of the model on the sting sup-
port system and looking upstream along the model
centerline. Figure 5(a) shows tile interaction of the
wing leading-edge extension (LEX) vortices with the
twin vertical tails. The complex vortical flow fea-
tures along the forward fllselage section with the left
forebody yaw control strake installed are illustrated
in figure 5(b). Permanent fiber-optic-based LVS flow
visualization systems were developed after the DTRC
testing and the systems were installed in 1990 in the
Langley &Foot Transonic Pressure rlSmnel (8-Foot
TPT) and the Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-Speed
Tmmel (7- by, 10-Foot tIST). Similar systems are
now standard tools for aerodynamic research in sev-
eral Langley Research Center (LaRC) wind tunnels.
The present paper will describe the experimental
apparatusandits operationandshowrepresentative
resultsfromthe8-FootTPT and7-by 10-FootHST
facilities.
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Abbreviations
wing span, in.
drag coefficient
(t_c Dref
Lift
lift coefficient,
body-axis rolling-moment
Rolling moment
coefficient, q_ Nrcf b
lateral stability derivative, _,
calculated by -Q/;_=+s°) - Cki_=-5°_
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per deg
pitching-moment coefficient refer-
Pitching moment
cnced to 0.40_:, q_&_,¢
body-axis yawing-moment
Yawing moment
coefficient., q_ S,.,,fb
directional stability derivative, _,
calculated by C"(i_=+5°) - C"(_=-5°_
10 o
per deg
wing upper-surface static pressure
coefficient,
q'x,
Side force
side-force coefficient,
side force caused by sideslip
derivative, _, calculated by
C_ii_=+5°) 10oCt('_=-_°) , per deg
wing centerlinc chord, in.
wing mean aerodynamic chord, in.
free-stream Mach numt)er
local upper-surface static pressure,
lb/in 2
free-stream static pressure, lb/in 2
fi-ec-stream dynamic pressure,
lb/in 2
reference wing area, in 2
wing local scmispan distance from
fuselage ccntcrline to wing leading
edge, in.
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Abbreviations:
CFD
CW
DTRC
HSCT
HST
LaRC
LEX
LVS
NACA
NASA
NIRC
OCS
RAE
SMA
TE
TPT
TT
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
distance along wing centerline chord
measured from wing apex, in.
distance along wing local semispan
measured from fuselage centcrline,
in.
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
vertical tail cant angle, (leg
computational fluid dynamics
continuous wave
David Taylor Research Center
high-speed civil transport
High-Speed Tunnel
Langley Research Center
wing leading-edge extension
laser vapor screen
National £dvisory Committee for
Aeronautics
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Nonionizing Radiation Committee
outboard control surface
Royal Aeronautical Establishment
small/ininiature/typc A connector
trailing edge
Transonic Pressure Tunnel
_-_ransonic Tunnel
Wind Tunnel Facilities
The two LaRC facilities discussed are the Langley
8-Foot TI-ansonic Pressure Tunnel (8-Foot TPT) and
the Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-Speed _mnel (7- by
10-Foot HST). The 8-Foot TPT is a continuous-
flow, closed-return, slotted-throat pressure tunnel
(fig. 6) that is capable of operating at pressures
between 0.25 and 2.0 atm over a Mach number
range from 0.2 to 1.2. The 7- by 10-Foot HST
is a continuous-flow, solid-wall, subsonic-transonic
atmospheric wind tunnel (fig. 7). The Mach numt)er
range is from .hI_c _ 0.06 to 5Ioc _ 0.94. The
tunnel operates at ambient temperature and pressure
and continuously exchanges air with the surrounding
atmosphere. Detailed descriptions of the 8-Foot
TPT and the 7- by 10-FootHST areprovidedin
references12and 13,respectively.
Thesefacilitiesareusedprimarilytoconductfun-
damentalresearchrelatedto tile explorationof new
aerodynamiconcepts.Tile studiesincludeconcepts
to improvetheunderstandingandtile controlofriow
phenomenassociatedwithcivilandmilitaryaircraft
configurationsandexperimentsto assistill tile de-
velopmentandthevalidationof computationalf uid
dynamics(CFD)methods.Thesefacilitiesarealso
usedincooperativeprogramswith theUnitedStates
Department of Defense and industry to develop and
validate new aircraft designs as well as modifications
to existing aircraft.
Laser Safety at LaRC
Tile LaRC safety policy is to (1) exercise cen-
tralized control over operations involving the use of
hazardous radiation-producing equipment; (2) assure
that exposure of personnel to nonionizing radiation
from such equipment is kept to a safe level; and
(3) assure that compliance with applicable Federal,
state, and local regulations is maintained. Prefer-
ence 14 describes the organization, the training, and
the responsibilities for radiological health anti safety
activity at LaRC. This document also defines pro-
cedures and requirements for procurement, use, and
handling of sources of nonionizing radiation. The
procedures and the practices are intended primar-
ily for the use of lasers and laser sources, although
they are applicable to other hazardous noncoherent
sources of nonionizing radiation, such as radar, solar
simulators, and high-intensity arc lamps.
Personnel at LaRC established a Nonionizing rta-
diation Committee (NIRC) to review and approve all
procurement, handling, and use of lasers and laser
sources. The NIRC is also required to audit and in-
spect the possession and tile use of lasers of each
facility on an annual basis.
The responsibility for implementing the LaRC
policies is divided among five safety and health func-
tions. These flmctions include tile organizational
facility safety head for each facility, tile radiation
safety officer, tile safety manager for LaRC, the oc-
cupational health officer, and the radiation workers.
Procurement of any hazardous source of nonionizing
radiation must be approved by" the organizational fa-
cility safety head, the radiation safety officer, and
the safety manager. In addition, safety permits are
required for all class 4 lasers and for class ab lasers
where a significant possibility exists that its users
and operators will be exposed to radiation levels in
excess of the applicable maximum permissible expo-
sure (ref. 14). Class 4 lasers are high-power systems
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that not only produce a hazardous direct or spec-
ularly reflected beam but also a hazardous diffuse
reflection and a significant skin hazard. Continuous-
wave class 4 lasers are categorized as those that have
wavelengths of 200 to 400 nm (the ultraviolet range),
1400 nm to 1 mm and 400 nm to 700 nm (the visible
range), and 700 nm to 1400 nm (the near-infrared
range) and that emit an average accessible radiant
power of 0.5 W or greater for periods greater than
0.25 sec. Class 3b consists of lasers that can pro-
duce accidental injury if viewed directly. Intrabeam
viewing of either a direct or a mirror-like (specu-
lar) reflection of the beam is also considered haz-
ardous. For CW class 3b lasers, tile average radi-
ant power does not exceed 0.5 W for exposure time
greater than 0.25 see. The Safety permit request is
submitted by the organizational facility safety head,
and tile request is reviewed and approved by tim
radiation safety officer, the NIRC, and the safety
manager. Personnel appointed to each facility laser
system and identified in the safety permit must be
educated, trained, and certified as radiation workers.
Personnel must also be given an initial complete eye
examination and subsequent annual laser eye exam-
inations. Medical records are specifically identified
for certified nonionizing radiation workers.
The high-power class 4 lasers require the most
rigid control measures because of tile greater like-
lihood of injury caused by specular and diffuse re-
flections. The entire beam path that is capable of
producing hazardous diffuse reflections must be con-
trolled. These controls rely primarily on positive
methods, such as enclosures and interlocks, and sec-
ondarily on procedural safeguards. Class 4 lasers re-
quire isolation in an area designated for laser opera-
t ions, and access to such an area requires appropriate
authorization.
The electrical installation and connection to the
power supply circuit must meet the American Na-
tional Standards Institute National Electrical Codes
(ref. 14). Class 3b and class 4 lasers and laser sys-
tems nmst also have appropriate warning labels and
laser control area posting.
The fiber-optic-based LVS systems discussed in
this report represent a significant improvement in
laser systenl safety because the beam is ahvays con-
tained within the fiber cable or within the optically
scaled plenum shell surrounding the wind tunnel test
section. The simplicity and the reliability of the LVS
systems also facilitate the education and tim training
of personnel. Details of the fiber optic LVS systems
are provided in the next section.
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Technical Discussion
Fiber-Optic-Based LVS Systems
The discussion of the fiber-optic-based LVS sys-
tems will focus on the 8-Foot TPT installation. The
system components and setup in the 8-Foot TPT
closely resemble those in the 7- by 10-Foot HST. Fig-
ure 8 presents a schematic of the 8-Foot TPT, and
figure 9 shows a sketch of the major fiber-optic-based
LVS system components. The major components in-
clude laser light source, fiber optic beam delivery
system, light-sheet optics, water injection system to
increase the wind tunnel hunfidity, and video equip-
ment for observation and documentation of the LVS
images.
A 36-fl.-diameter plenum shell encloses the test.
scction of the 8-Foot TPT. Because of laser opera-
tional considerations, the laser head is located out-
side tile plenum region in an optically sealed room
abutting the plenum shell (fig. 9). Tile layout of the
laser room is sketched in figure 10. The laser system
components, which arc shown in the photographs in
figure 11, include a 6-W argon-ion laser, a power sup-
ply, a remote control module, a heat exchanger for
laser cooling, and a city water supply for heat ex-
changer cooling. (Note that fig. l l(e) is from the
7- by 10-Foot HST and that it more clearly shows
the city water suptlly syst.em.) A higher power laser
was selected for use in the 8-Foot TPT and the 7- by
10-Foot HST on the basis of previous LVS wind tun-
nel testing by NASA (refs. 7 through 9 and 11). The
level of water vapor condensate about any model de-
pen(is on the wind tunnel test conditions and the as-
sociated flow field generated by the model. A strong
leading-edge vortex shed fl-om tile wing of a fighter
aircraft model, for example, induces large changes
in local pressure, temperature, and relative hmnid-
ity (ref. 15). Lower laser output power is required
to illuminate features of the flow under these con-
ditions. A transport model flow field may be char-
act.erized by less dramatic changes in the local flow
conditions; therefore, this situation requires higher
laser power to extract useflfl flow visualization infor-
mation. NASA testing conducte(t ill the 6- by 6-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel at the Ames Research Cen-
ter (ref. 8) and the 7- by 10-Foot TT at the DTRC
(refs. 7, 9, and 11) on generic and specific fighter air-
craft models showed that laser output power from
approximately 0.5 \V to 5 W was required to pro-
vide adequate flow visualization at subsonic through
supersonic spee(ls. Note that the specific application
determines tile selection of the laser. The laser op-
tics are configured for all-spectral-lines, multimode
operation to maximize outt)ut power. Tile laser head
is positioned on an optical table mounted to four
pneumatic vibration-isolation legs. This setup mini-
mizes the effect of tunnel vibration on tile laser op-
tical alignment. The remote module features a 50-ft
electronics cable extension to allow the control of the
laser from a location such as the wind tunnel con-
trol room. The laser cooling water system consists
of the heat exchanger with an internal 5-gal reservoir
of deionized and deoxygenated water. The heat ex-
changer provides cooling water in a closed loop to the
laser head. Cooling of the 5-gal reservoir is accom-
plished by routing city water to the heat exchanger.
The city water is pumpe(t into a 50-gal reservoir. Ttle
discharge flow from the 50-gal reservoir to the heat
exchanger is augmented by a. 1-hp pump. The city
water supply is an open-loop system, and it. is drained
after thermal contact with tile heat exchanger. The
laser system features several safety interlocks among
the city water supply, the heat exchanger, the laser
room entry door, and the laser power supply to safe-
guard personnel and equipment. In addition, a volt-
age monitor unit contimlously monitors the facility
three-phase voltage supply to the laser room. An au-
dible alarm system in the wind tunnel control room
alerts the laser operator if the facility voltage sup-
ply is outside a specified range, as would occur in
a power "brown-out" or over-voltage situation. The
laser beam is contained in an armored fiber optic ca-
ble (fig. ll(a)) which penetrates the optically sealed
plenum shell. As a result, tile operating environment
in the laser room is fl'ee of exposed laser radiation.
The photographs in figure 12 show the penetra-
tion of the fiber optic cable into the plenum region
through an aluminum porthole t)lank installed in the
pletmm shell (fig. 12(a)). The armored fiber optic
cable is contained in copper tubing for strain re-
lief. The copper tut)ing is supported t)y a U-channel
(fig. 12(a)) extending from tile inside surface of the
plenum shell to the top of the win(t tunnel test sec-
tion. The fiber optic cable and copper tubing as-
sembly is then routed to a box beam ill the test
section ceiling (fig. 12(1))) which contains the light-
sheet-generating optics. Note that the control room
observation windows shown in figure 12(a) are opti-
cally scaled by metal shutters during laser operation.
The fiber-optic-based beam delivery system con-
tains five principal components: laser-to-fiber cou-
pler, armored fiber optic cable, remote lille projector,
scanning mirror, and motor controller. The compo-
nents are shown ill the photographs in figure 13, and
they are sketched in figure 14. Tile system is designed
to be used with virtually any argon-ion laser operat-
ing in either CW or multimode with beam diameters
of 0.0315 in. to 0.0709 ill. Tile beam is directed into
thefibercorevia the laser-to-fibercoupler(fig. 15).
This coupler has four knobs that provide vertical,
horizontal, and angular adjustments of the beam rel-
ative to the fiber core. The range of vertical and
horizontal adjustments is 4-0.05 in., and the angular
adjustment range is -t-3 °. A small/miniature/type A
(SMA) connector is used to anchor the fiber optic
cable to the laser-to-fiber coupler as well as to house
a focusing lens.
As indicated in reference 16, optical fibers are cir-
cular dielectric waveguidcs that call transport optical
energy and information. In the present application,
the objective is to transport optical energy as effi-
ciently as possible. The optical fibers have a central
core surrounded by a concentric cladding. Tile re-
fractive index of the core is approximately 1 percent
higher than the refractive index of the outer cladding.
As a result, light will be confined t.o the core if the
angular condition for total internal reflectance is sat-
isfied (ref. 10). The cladding and the core are encased
in a jacket and an armored sheath for protection. A
multimode step-index fiber with fused silica core is
used in the LaRC systems. The numerical aperture of
the fiber is 0.22. Multimode step-index fibers have a
50- to 1000-/tm-diamcter core with a constant refrac-
tive index. The LaRC optical fibers have a 200-/im
core dianleter. This class of optical fibers is in-
expensive, and their large core diameter is desirable
for ease of use and good light collection efficiency.
These fibers also provide a high-quality light sheet by
forming a homogeneous beam at the output end of
the fiber. The numerical aperture of the fiber refers
to tile sine of tile half angle of tile cone of light which
enters or exits the fiber ends multiplied by the refrac-
tive index of the medium in which the cone is located.
In the present case, the refractive index is 1. Tile
numerical aperture can also be viewed as the largest
angle that an incident ray can have for total internal
reflectance in the core (ref. 16). A higher numerical
aperture fiber features better light-gathering ability
and facilitates coupling of light into the fiber. The
cable length is 60 ft in tile 8-Foot TPT. A 30-ft long
cable is used in the 7- by 10-Foot HST because of
the smaller plenum diameter and reduced distance
from the laser head to the light-sheet optics. The
fiber cable length is specific to the test facility and is
determined by the proximity of the laser head to the
test section and the required cable routing.
Alignment of the laser beam with respect to the
fiber core is accomplished by connecting the out-
put end of the fiber optic cablc to a detector head
and laser power meter assembly (fig. 16)i The [aser
output power during the preliminary alignment is
limited to 0.5 W or less. Opcration at higher out-
put power levels with an initially misaligned beam
can scorch tile outer sheathing and cause permanent
damage to the fiber core. Beam alignment is ob-
tained by adjusting the four translation and rotation
knobs on the laser-to-fiber coupler in sequence until
the output reading on the power meter is maximized.
A throughput (the ratio of power out to power in)
of 75 percent to 80 percent is typical and depends
on the fiber optic cable length and tile condition of
the fiber. Figure 17(a) illustrates the transmission
loss, or attenuation, in decibels versus tile fiber op-
tic cable length using the manufacturer's specifica-
tion of 0.0073 dB/ft attenuation through a 0.22 nu-
merical aperture fiber. The laser throughput can
be estimated using tile following relationship from
reference 10:
Power out'_
Attenuation = - 10 logl0 \ P--_wer _n ,/ (1)
Power out, _ 10_[0.1(Atte,mation)]
Power in (2)
Figure 17(b) shows the effect of fiber optic ca-
ble length on the throughput. Additional sources of
transmission loss are from the two ends of the fiber
and from tile front and back surfaces of tile focus-
ing lens in the fiber coupler. Laboratory testing at
Aerometrics, Inc., Sunnyvale, California, indicates
that a loss of approximately 4 percent is incurred
through each end of the fiber. The transmission loss
through the focusing lens can be reduced to approxi-
mately 2 percent per side by applying a suitable anti-
reflective coating. These additional losses are ac-
counted for ill the second curve ill figure 17(b). The
actual throughputs achieved in the initial testing in
the 7- by 10-Foot HST and the 8-Foot TPT at LaRC
using 30-ft and 60-ft cables, respectively, and in the
7- by 10-Foot TT at the DTRC using a 150-ft cable
(ref. 11) are also shown in figure 17(b). The actual
throughputs for the 30-ft and 60-ft cables arc very
close to the estimates. Tile lower throughput of the
150-ft cable is probably the result of manufacturing
flaws in tile fiber end connections. The 150-ft ca-
ble was a "first-generation" cable fabricated for tile
D1RTC testing prior to tile development of the LaRC
systems. Periodic checks of the throughputs of the
30-ft and 60-ft cables since 1990 have shown a de-
crease of approximately 1 percent per year. This de-
crease may be caused by microbending in the fiber
core Arising from frequent handling of the cable ends.
Some deterioration of ttle fiber end faces may also be
caused by a periodic cleaning process using lapping
film and methanol.
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Experience has shown that the laser-to-fiber
coupler alignment is maintained indefinitely and is
insensitive to large vibrations caused by wind tun-
nel operation at high subsonic and transonic speeds.
This characteristic significantly improves the produc-
tivity of LVS flow visualization testing.
Test results at Aerometrics, Inc., show that the
fiber optic cable can accept a beam with a maximum
output power of 20 W. The maximum output power
of ttle lasers used in the 8-Foot TPT and the 7- by
10-Foot HST is typically 10 W. Laser-to-fiber cou-
pler alignment has been conducted to the maximum
power without incident.
TIle output end of tile fiber optic cable is an-
chored to the remote line projector unit using an
SMA connector. Tile line projector is a compact,
self-contained unit that generates tile light sheet and
provides control of the sheet divergence (spread an-
gle) and sheet focus (thickness). The unit is portable,
and it can be positioned wherever there is optical
access to the test section. A ceiling location was se-
lected in both wind tunnels to provide maximum illu-
mination of the model upper-surface flow field. The
line projector unit is installed in a window that is
4 in. wide and 16 in. long in the 8-Foot TPT and in
a window that is 9.38 in. wide and 47.38 in. long in
the 7- by 10-Foot HST. Tile unit can be positioned
in any of three identical windows along the centerline
of the &Foot TPT ceiling, depending on the model
length and location ill the test section. The unit can
be positioned anywhere in the hmger window of the
7- by 10-Foot HST or in a second window that has
tile same dimensions farther forward in the test sec-
tion. The line projector optics consist of a three-lens
system (fig. 18) featuring an achromatic doublet lens
and two identical piano-cylindrical lenses. The out-
put of the fiber optics in the present systems is an ex-
tended luminous source as opposed to a point source
of light. Because of this characteristic, the diverg-
ing outpnt of the fiber cannot be truly focused but
only imaged to a waist.. Tile imaging is accomplished
using a special two-element lens, or an achromatic
doublet. The 3.15-in. focal length achromatic lens
also corrects for coma and cancels chromatic aber-
ration (ref. 16). Translation of the achromatic lens
relative to the piano-cylindrical lenses controls the
laser light-sheet thickness, or focus (fig. 19(a)). The
minimum thickness at the model surface is approxi-
mately 0.06 in. t-t.efocusing is required at all model
stations and model pitch attitudes. In practice, how-
ever, tile minimum light-sheet thickness is obtained
at a selected combination of model station and pitch
angle, and refocusing of the light sheet is performed
as needed during the testing. A thin light sheet is
preferred because it provides better clarity of the flow
features. This clarity is particularly important when
viewing cross-flow details where the flow structure
changes rapidly in a streamwise direction along the
wing. For this reason, cross-flow images obtained us-
ing a thick light sheet may appear smeared. NASA
testing suggests that fiber optics reduce tile thick-
ness of the light sheet at the model compared with
a mirror-based beam delivery system in which the
laser beam is unassisted or freely expanding. The
piano-cylindrical lenses produce magnification or fo-
cus in one direction only (fig. 19(b)). The light-sheet
divergence, or spread, is controlled through the use
of two cylindrical lenses in tandem. By translat-
ing tile first cylindrical lens relative to the second,
fixed lens (fig. 19), the sheet half angle can be varied
from 4 ° to 55 ° . To reduce back reflections, an anti-
reflection coating is applied to the two exposed sur-
faces of each lens. The line projector optics are en-
closed within a cylindrical cover to protect, the lens
surfaces and the end face of the fiber optic cable from
airborne contaminants. Contaminants settling onto
the end of the fiber optics can cause local scorching
and may ultimately lead to the destruction of the
fiber core.
Fore and aft scanning of the light sheet is pro-
duced by a 3- by 3-in. plane mirror positioned near
the output end of the line projector (figs. 13(c)
and 14). The mirror is mounted onto a rotational
stage with 360 ° of continuous rotation. The mirror
directs the light sheet through a glass window located
along the centerline of the test section ceiling and to
the desired station on the model. The light-sheet op-
tics are located in the ceiling window at the beginning
of a test such that the light sheet is perpendicular to
the model surface at a selected model station and
pitch angle. Because the light sheet sweeps in an arc
along the model, it is generally nonorthogonal with
respect to tile model surface at all other conditions.
The motor controller (figs. 13(d) and 14) pro-
vides the light-sheet focus (thickness), divergence
(spread), and sweep control from a remote station,
which is usually tile wind tunnel control room. The
focus control is varied until the thickness of the light
sheet projected onto the model surface is minimum.
The light-sheet divergence is also "tailored" to the
model, and it typically spans from wing tip to wing
tip. The light-sheet characteristics are observed on
a video monitor because the test area is optically
sealed. The light sheet can be scanned continuously
from the model nose to a position downstream of
the model base, or it era: be fixed at any desired
model station. Model stations are typically identified
using white correction fluid applied in thin, narrow
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stripsperpendicularto tile modelcenterline.These
identifiermarksflashprominentlyduringtestingas
tile laserlightsheetpasseseachstation.
Vaporscreenflowvisualizationis madepossible
byinjectingwaterintothediffusersectionofthewind
tunnelcircuit. A 150-galtankof deionizedwateris
locatedinaroomatoptheplenumshellofthe8-Foot
TPT (fig.9). A solenoidswitchanda 1-hppumppo-
sitionedoil thedischargesideof thewatertankarc
activatedfrom thewind tunnelcontrolroom. The
switchandtilepumproutethewaterthroughahigh-
pressurehosethat penetratestheplenumshell.The
wateris directedto a manifoldandthento anarray
of sixatomizerspraynozzlesinstalledin theceiling
of thewindtunneldiffuser(fig.9). Thenozzlesemit
full-conespraypatternsthat encompassmostof the
diffusercrosssectionunderstatic (wind-off)condi-
tions. Tile diffusersectionwasselectedbecauseof
therelativelyhighcrossflowrelativeto the injected
spraypatternsthat wouldassistill theatomization
of thewaterparticles.A videocamerawasinstalled
duringtheinitial LVStestingill the8-FootTPT to
viewtheinteractionof thediffuserflowandtile wa-
ter spraypatterns.Thecamerawaslocatedin the
floorof the tunneljust downstreamof the arcsec-
tor (fig.9) andviewedthrougha windowalongtile
flooreenterline.Theresultswereinconclusive,how-
ever,regardingthecoverageandplumesof thespray
patternsor whetherthe injectedwaterpartMesva-
porizedin the diffuser. Incompletevaporizationis
aconcernbecauseof possiblewaterimpactandero-
siondamageto thefibergb_ssfanbladesin the8-Foot
TPT andthewoodenfanbladesin tile7-by10-Foot
HST.Asasafequard,theleadingedgesof theblades
havebeentreatedwithaspecialerosioncoating.The
8-FootTPT dryersystemis usedimmediatelyafter
theflowvisualizationto safeguardthe facilityelec-
tronicequipmentandto reducetheriskof corrosion
to thetunnelstructure.A two-unitdryersystemus-
ingsilicagelasthedessicantis employed(ref. 12).
Eachunit hasthecapacityof 2500 ft3/min at pres-
sures up to 4 arm. The air output from the dryer has
a dew point not exceeding -70°F. For initial drying
of the tunnel and rapid drying of the test section
and surrounding tank, a 10000 ft3/min compressor
of compression ratio 4 is provided. Qualitative guide-
lines that help to establish the amount of water in-
jection necessary for suitable flow visualization are
shown by the onset of a visible plane of light in the
test section or a local condensation within the vortex
flows about the model. The LVS flow visualization is
typically conducted in the 8-Foot TPT at free-stream
Math nunlbers from 0.60 to 1.20. Up to 25 gal of
water may be required at Moc = 0.60 to achieve ade-
quate flow visualization for a range of angle of attack.
This quantity diminishes to approximately 5 gal at
Mac = 1.20. Tile approximate vohlme of the 8-Foot
TPT circuit is 370 000 ft 3. Note that the required wa-
ter injection will also depend on the flow field gen-
erated by tile model. Fl.elative humidity levels are
determined in the 7- by 10-Foot HST from hygrom-
eter me_urements made in the settling chamber of
the tunnel. The capability to conduct similar mea-
surements in the 8-Foot TPT is a planned upgrade.
These measurements provide an indication of (1) the
possible need to inject water and (2) the efficiency of
the water injection system to increase tile humidity.
In many applications where a model generates strong
vortical flows, relative hmnidity levels measured in
the settling chamber of the 7- by 10-Foot HST as
low as 30 percent are sufficient to yield satisfactory
flow visualization. The vortices can induce significant
increases ill the local relative humidity (rcf. 15), and
can thereby cause local condensation even at very low
free-stream relative humidity levels. VVater injection
is frequently unnecessary in the 7- by 10-Foot HST.
This facility exchanges up to 10 percent of the tun-
nel airflow by volume with the outside air. Exchange
with humid outside air is often sufficient to increase
the relative humidity in the test section to accept-
able levels for flow visualization. As a result, LVS
flow visualization has frequently been obtained on
vortex-dominated models at Moc as low as 0.20 and
up to Mac = 0.85 without water injection. The LVS
flow visualization has been performed concurrently
with the measurements of the model surface static
pressures and forces and moments. However, this
procedure has been employed only at subsonic speeds
for models that develop strong vortex flows at high
angles of attack. Experience has shown that model
surface static pressures and force and moment data
are unaffected by varying humidity levels where the
flow field is dominated by vortices. Test data in ref-
erence 9 show that increased relative humidity has no
observable effect on forebody and wing LEX surface
static pressures and total forces and moments on an
F/A-18 configuration at Mx = 0.60 and high angles
of attack. In this case, water was injected into the
settling chamber of the tunnel in a sufficient quantity
to cause local condensation within the strong LEX
vortices. The weaker forebody vortices were not vis-
ible. This procedure is not recommended on models
that are dominated by attached flow or that develop
shock waves at transonic and supersonic speeds be-
cause of the adverse effect of a "moist" tunnel on the
boundary layer and shock behavior.
Observation and documentation of the laser light-
sheet characteristics during tile alignment process
_-N-
andoftile modelflowficl(1revealedbytile laserlight
sheetduringtunneloperationareaccomplishedex-
clusivelywith colorvideo-basedsystems.A minia-
ture videocamerathat has360televisionlinesof
horizontalresolutionanda fixed focallength lens
(fig. 20) is containedin a cylindricalhousingthat
is mountedonto the modelsting supportsystem
(fig.9). Thiscameraprovidesaperspectiveaft ofthe
modelwhichlooksupstreamalongthemodelcenter-
line. Thevideoimageperspectiveremainsconstant
throughouthepitchanglerangebecausethereisno
relativemotionbetweenthecameraandthemodel.
The videoimageperspectivedoeschange,however,
throughoutyawangleandroll angleranges.A sec-
ondvideocamera(fig.21)with 560televisionlinesof
horizontalresolutionandavariablefocal-lengthlens
is locatedoutsidethe test sectionin approximately
a right three-quarterrearposition(fig.9). Thelens
focallength,thefocus,andtheiris areremotelycon-
trolled. The cameraheadis mountedto a tilt/pan
tablethat featuresremotelycontrolledangulardis-
placementabouttwoaxes.Eachcameraisconnected
to acolorvideomonitorandvideoeassetter corder.
Title generatorsinterfacewith thewindtunneldata
acquisitionsystemandprovidereal-timetest condi-
tionssuperimposedonthevideoimages.Hardcopies
ofanyselectedrecordedvideofl'ameorreal-timeim-
ageareobtainedusinga color videoprinter unit.
Thisunit allowstheacquisitionofonlysingleframes.
Digitalcamerascombine(twithimagingenhancement
toolsoffera significantimprovementto theresolu-
tionobtainedwith thepresentvideocamerasystem.
Still photographyisavailablein tile8-FootTPT and
the7-by 10-FootHST.However,thiscapabilityhas
not beenemployeduringLVSoperation.Thesize
of a still cameraandits protectivehousingis pro-
hibitiveforinstallationonthemodelsupportsystem
becauseof theflowdisturbancesthat maypropagate
upstreamto themodel.A still cameramountedout-
sidethe test sectionis inaccessiblefor adjustments
duringtunneloperationto accountfor varyinglight
levelsor themovementofthemodelthroughthetest
sectioncausedbyvaryingpitch,roll, andyawangles.
Thefiberoptics,theopticallysealedplenumshell,
andthevideo-basedequipmentprovideanLVSsys-
temthat isolatestheuserfromthe laserbeamand
fromthelaserlightsheetduringall phasesof its op-
eration. At)plicationhasshownthat approximately
5 rainarerequiredto bringtheLVSsystemon-line
for observationanddocumentationof theflowfield.
TiLetrainingrequiredto operatetile LVSsystemsis
minimal.Furthermore,asingleusercanoperatethe
entireLVSsystem.Thelaserremotemodule,theline
projectorandscanningmirrormotorcontroller,the
cameracontrols,the videomonitorsand recorders,
andthe title generatorsarcconsolidatedat a work
stationin thewindtunnelcontrolroom.
RepresentativeLVS Results
The7-by10-FootHSTfit)er-optic-basedLVSsys-
tem becameoperationalin Jammry1990,whereas
the8-FootTPT systemwasusedfor the first time
inMarch1990.Figure22presentsplanformsketches
ofseveralmodelsthat havebeentestedsince1990in
LaRCwindtunnelsin conjunctionwith theLVSflow
visualizationtechnique.RepresentativeLVSresults
obtainedonthesemodelsarcpresentedin figures23
through29. Thetest conditionscorrespondto free-
streamMachnumbersfrom0.40to 1.20,tunnelto-
tal pressuresrangingfromapproximately0.25arm
to 1.0atm, tunneltotal temperaturesfromapproxi-
mately60°Fto 100°F,andanglesof attackbetween
9° and 22°. Wheneverpossible,LVSflow visual-
izationis conductedat tunneltotal temperaturesof
100°For less.Theflowvisualizationqualitydimin-
ishesat higheroperatingtemperatures.Hot tunnel
air cancontainmorewatervaporbeforecondensa-
tionoccurs.As aresult,greaterquantitiesof water
arcrequiredto promotecondensation.Underthese
conditions,condensationcanoccurin thefreestream
aswellaslocallywithin tile vorticalflows.Thiscon-
densationpatternprovidesa poorcontrastandcbr-
respondinglydecreasestheflowdetails.Themodels
aretypicallypaintedwithaflatblackpaintto reduce
glareandto increasethe contrastbetweenthe illu-
minatedcross-flowpatternsandthemodelsurface.
The first LVSresultsin the 7-by 10-FootHST
wereobtainedusinga generalizedfightermodelfea-
turingchine-likeforebodystrakesanda 55° cropped
deltawing(figs.22(a)and23).TheLVSphotographs
in figure23correspondto M_ = 0.40, c_ = 20 °,
and two selected stations along the wing. The per-
spective is from a right, three-quarter rear position.
Tunnel airflow exchange with humid outside air in-
creased the relative humidity in the test section so
that local condensation occurred in the vortex flows.
Water was not injected through the atomizer noz-
zles in the diffuser section during this test. The
strake and wing vortices arc visible as regions of high
scattered light with approximately circular cross sec-
tion surrounding hollow cores. The interaction of the
strake and wing vortices and the breakdown of tile
wing vortical flow arc illustrated in figure 23(c). On-
set of vortex breakdown is apparent in the real-time
LVS images by the appearance of condensed water
vapor in the core of the vortex and an expansion
and unsteadiness of the vortex cross section. A laser
output power of 1 W was suificicnt to produce the
resultsshownin figure 23. This laser output power
produces approximately 0.80 W at the output end
of the fiber optic cable. The same model was tested
in the 7- by 10-Foot TT (ref. 7) at tile DTRC at
3[_c = 0.40 using a mirror-based beam delivery sys-
tem. These preliminary results suggested that the
fiber-optic-based LVS system provides a thinner and
more uniform light sheet, yields flow features at lower
laser output power, and is safer and more reliable
compared with a mirror-based system.
The LVS results obtained in the 7- by 10-Foot
HST at AIoc= 0.50 and a = 25 ° on a 65 ° cropped
delta wing model (fig. 22(b)) with LEX and twin
canted tails arc shown in figure 24. An objective
of this test was to determine the effect of vertical
tail cant angle 5v on the vortex flow behavior and
the overall aerodynamic and stability characteristics.
The cant angle is measured relative to the wing sur-
face normal and is positive outward. The photo-
graphs depict the cross sections of wing and LEX
vortices observed from a three-quarter right rear po-
sition (figs. 24(a) through 24(d)) and from a posi-
tion aft of the model which looks upstream along
tile model centerline (figs. 24(e) through 24(h)). The
nmtual interaction of wing and LEX vortices and the
vortex interaction with the twin tails canted to 30 °
are shown in figures 24(a) through 24(f). The vortex-
vortex and vortex-tail interactions in sideslip are re-
vealed in figures 24(g) and 24(h). Note that a com-
bination of model pitch and roll angles is used in
this test to provide the desired angles of attack and
sideslip. A typical application of LVS flow visualiza,
tion is to assist in the interpretation of the model sur-
face static-pressure distributions and six-component
forces and moments in figures 24(i) through 24(k).
The effect of 5v on the right wing upper-surface pres-
sure distributions at M_c = 0.50 and ct = 25 ° is
shown in fgure 24(i). The spanwise pressure dis-
tributions display a single suction peak at all three
model stations despite the presence of two primary
vortices (i.e., data corresponding to _v = 30 ° which
are shown by the square symbols). The LVS flow
visualization near z/c = 0.30 (fig. 24(a)) indicates
that the suction peak near the leading edge is caused
by the wing vortex, while the LEX vortex is too
high above the surface to induce a direct suction
peak. The LVS result near the tail (fig. 24(e)) indi-
cates that LEX and wing vortices are coiled about
each other with the wing vortex situated directly
above the LEX vortex. This flow situation is con-
sistent with the single suction peak in the span-
wise pressure distributions at x/c = 0.80. The tails
canted to 30 ° are situated in the path of the inter-
acting vortices (fig. 24(e)). This cant angle causes
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an upward displacement of the vortices from the
wing surface, which can be inferred from the LVS
photographs at two stations along the tails in fig-
ures 24(c) through 24(f). Test results (not shown)
also indicate that the tails canted outward 30 ° cause
an early breakdown of the vortical flows. The vortex
displacement diminishes the vortex-induced pressure
signatures at x/c = 0.60 and 0.80 (fig. 24(i)) com-
pared with the results obtained at the other cant
angles. The diminished vortex-induced suction pres-
sures and early vortex breakdown cause a reduction
in lift, increased drag, and increased nose-up pitch-
ing moment as shown in figure 24(j). In sideslip, the
tails canted to 30 ° promote vortex breakdown as_nn-
metry. This asymmetry is shown in figures 24(g)
and 24(h) at _3 = 5°. The photograph in figure 24(h)
shows that vortex breakdown occurs at the windward
tail (i.e., tile right side in the photograph), while the
vortices are stable and pass outboard of the tail on
the leeward (left) side. This vortex-tail interaction
causes an unstable break in the static lateral stabil-
ity derivative CI,_ (fig. 24(k)) at. an earlier angle of
attack compared with the model that has other tail
cant angles. The photograph in figure 24(h) sug-
gests that the leeward tail is embedded in a favor-
able vortex flow field. The vortex-induced suction
pressures on the outside surface of the leeward tail
promote a negative increment to Ct:_ (i.e., negative
side force acting to the left; fig. 24(k)) and a corre-
sponding stable increment to the directional stability
derivative Cn_.
The LEX vortex flows about a 0.06-scale model
of the U.S. Navy/McDonnell Douglas Corporation/
Northrop Corporation F/A-18 (fig. 22(c)) at M_c =
0.45 and a = 20 ° are illustrated in figure 25. The
LVS images correspond to a view aft of the model
looking upstream along the model centerline. This
experiment provided information on the LEX vortex
flow behavior and w)rtex-tail interactions compared
with flight and CFD results obtained in an on-going
NASA High-Alpha Technology Program (ref. 17).
Reference 9 shows that tile LEX vortex breakdown
characteristics observed in LVS wind tunnel testing
of a 0.06-scale F/A-18 model compare well with in-
flight flow visualization results obtained on the fill-
scale F/A-18 (ref. 18).
The flow features obtained in the 7- by 10-Foot
HST at 3Ioc = 0.50 and (_ = 20 ° and in the 8-Foot
TPT at 2tl_c = 1.20 and a = 20 ° on a generalized
Northrop fighter configuration with outboard control
surface (OCS) (fig. 22(d)) are shown in figure 26.
The photographs reveal the combined wing and OCS
leading-edge vortices in the near wake of the model.
Symmetric and differential deflections of the OCS
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panels were tested to determine their effectiveness
as pitch, roll, and yaw control devices. The left-hand
OCS panel was intrumented with a three-component
strain-gauge balance to measure OCS normal force,
bending moment, and hinge moment. The LVS flow
visualization was particularly useflll in evaluating tile
induced effects of wing and OCS vortices on OCS
force and moment characteristics.
Figure 27 shows the vortex flows about a general-
ized supersonic fighter/interceptor model (fig. 22(e))
tested in tile 8-Foot TPT and observed from the
model support system. Tile photograph in fig-
ure 27(a) corresponds to M_c = 0.85 and c_ = 18 °
and reveals the vortices shed from the leading edges
of the highly swept wings. Figure 27(b) illus-
t.rates the tip vortices from tile horizontal tails and
the wake from the wing-mounted engine nacelles at
Moc = 1.19 and c_ = 9 ° . Figures 27(c) and 27(d)
illustrate tile complexity of the cross flow in the
near wake of the model at M_c = 1.19, _ = 18 ° ,
and /_ = 8° and -8 ° , respectively. The LVS re-
suits assisted in tile evaluation of a new aircraft de-
sign and provided flow-field features to guide CFD
computations.
Tile complex vortex flow-field interactions about
a variable-sweep fighter/bomber model (fig. 22(f))
are illustrated in the LVS photographs in fgure 28.
The flow visualization was conducted in the 8-Foot
TPT at Mach numbers of 0.85 and 1.20. The per-
spective of the LVS images is aft of the model looking
upstream along the model centerline. The photo-
graphs in figures 28(a) and 28(b) correspond to
Moc = 0.85, (_ = 18 ° , and fl = 0° and -4 °, re-
spectively, at a light-sheet location near the base of
the model. The wing leading-edge sweep is approx-
imately 71 ° , which is shown by the dashed lines in
the planform sketch (fig. 22(f)). The vortices shed
from forebody, engine inlets, wing gloves, and wing
leading edges interact and form a complex cross-flow
pattern near the model base. Nonuniform tempera-
ture distribution in tile tunnel test section caused the
vortices on the right side of the model to be brighter
compared with those on the left side of the model,
as shown in figure 28(a). Partial obstruction in the
water flow through the tunnel cooling coils was iden-
tiffed as the source of the nonuniform temperature
distribution. The flow-field interactions are also com-
plex at higher Mach numbers. The photographs in
figures 28(e) and 28(d) were obtained at. M_c = 1.20,
c_ = 22 °, and fl = 0° and -8 °, respectively. Tile clark
areas above the wings define vortex regions from en-
gine inlet, wing glove, wing leading edge, and hori-
zontal tail. Tile bright lines of condensation near tile
centerline vertical tail are caused by high flow vcloc-
ities induced by tile vortical flows. Condensation of
water vapor in the free stream provides good defi-
nition of the outer edges of the laser light sheet in
figures 28(c) and 28(d). The LVS results were used
in the evaluation of aerodynamic, stability, and con-
trol characteristics of this aircraft configuration for a
wide range of simulated flight conditions.
The wing leading-edge vortex cross sections in
the wake region of a generic high-speed civil t.rans-
port. (HSCT) model (fig. 22(g)) at Moc = 0.90 and
a = 9° are shown in figure 29. The flow visualization
was performed in the 8-Foot TPT to assess the aero-
dynamics of a supersonic: transport configuration at.
off-design conditions and to compare CFD-computed
flow fields.
Concluding Remarks
Laser vapor screen (LVS) flow" visualization sys-
reins that are fiber-optic ba_ed have been developed
and installed for aerodynamic research in the Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure _mnel and the Langley
7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel. These facilities
feature a plenum shell that surrounds the test section
and an operating environment within the plenum
that poses severe operational concerns for a laser
source. Tile use of fiber optics allows the laser source
to be located outside the plenum and sinmltaneously
provides a safe and reliable means of delivering the
laser beam over a significant distance to the light-
sheet-generating optics inside the plenum. The Lang-
ley Research Center LVS systems expand tile use of
fiber optics in conjunction with a laser light-sheet
flow visualization method to larger scale subsonic
and transonic facilities that have limited access to the
test section and tile harsh operating environments for
laser-based systems. The LVS systems have been ef-
fectively used to visualize the vortex-dominated flows
about mlmerous advanced aircraft configurations at
low subsonic through supersonic speeds. Experience
has shown that tile LVS method works well when the
local flow is in the compressible regime. Tile high
local velocities induced by vortical flows, for exam-
ple, promote good condensation patterns even at low
subsonic Dec-stream speeds. The flow visualization
results complement tile model force and moment and
surface static pressure measurements that are typi-
cally obtained in wind tunnel tests. The LVS results
also improve the understanding of trends in aero-
dynamic, stability, and control characteristics.
Results from 3 years of operating experience in
the Langley Research Center wind tunnels suggest
that tile use of fiber optics yiehts a thinner and more
uniform light sheet, and requires lower laser output
power to achieve satisfactory flow features compared
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with a fi'ee-expanding laser beam steered by mir-
rors. Tile alignment of the laser beam to the fiber
optic core is maintained indefinitely. In addition,
the fiber optic system is insensitive to large vibra-
tions caused by tunnel operation at high speeds and
to variations in tunnel temperature and pressure.
These features increase wind tunnel productivity by
decreasing setup time and eliminating problems dur-
ing operation. The compactness of tile fiber optics
and light-sheet-generating package facilitates the in-
stallation and the implementation of LVS systems
in larger scale wind tmmel facilities. Most impor-
tantly, the use of fiber optics represents a significant
advancement in laser safety.
NASA Langley Ilesearch Center
llampton, VA 23681-0001
November 2, 1993
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Figure 1. Sketch of representative vapor screen flow visualization installation.
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGR/_Ph
(a) M_ = 0.90; a = 20° .
Strake vortices
Wing vortex
(b) A,I_o= 1.05; a = 24 °.
Figure 2. Laser vapor screen flow visualization on 55° cropped delta wing model in 7- by 10-Foot Transonic
Tunnel at David Taylor Research Center (ref. 7).
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Light-sheet location
(a) Moo = 0.60; c_ = 16%
Figure 3. Laser vapor screen flow visualization on 65 ° cropped delta wing-LEX model in 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic
Wind Tunnel at Ames Research Center (ref. 8).
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Light-sheet location
(b) ?,I_ = 0.85; c_= 20%
Figure 3. Concluded.
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Light-sheet location
(a) Mac = 0.60; a = 20 ° •
Figure 4. Laser vapor screen flow visualization on 0.06-scale F/A-18A model in 7- by 10-Foot Transonic q_hmnel
at David Taylor Research Center (rcf. 9).
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(b) Moo = 0.60; _ = 25 °.
Figure 4. Concluded.
Light-sheet location
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Strake  
ight-sheet location
Twin tails
(a) M:_ = 0.80; a = 20 °.
Figure 5. Fiber-opt, ic-based INS flow visualization on 0.06-scale F/A-18A model in 7- by 10-Foot Transonic
Tunnel at David Taylor Research Center (ref. 11).
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A
' Light-sheet location
Strake vortex
LEX vortex
Forebody vortex
(b) M_, = 0.80; e_ = 40 °.
Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 6. Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.
!
L-71-3976
Figure 7. Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel.
L-85-13335
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Figure 9. Sketch of fiber-optic-based LVS system in Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.
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Figure 10. Sketch of laser room layout.
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(a) Argon-ion laser head.
L-91-01725
(b) Argon-ion laser power supply.
Figure 11. Photographs of principal laser system components.
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(c) Remote control module.
Figure 11. Continued.
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(d) Heat exchap
Figure 11. Cot
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(c) City water supply system.
Figure 11. Concluded.
L-90-04444
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Plenum shell inner surface 2;.,Z_
(a) Fiber optic cable penetration into plenum.
L-90-01715
L-91-01717
(b) Fiber optic cable routing to light-sheet optics.
Figure 12. Photographs of fiber optic cable routing in Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure 2hmnel.
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(a) Laser-to-fibcr coupler.
L-90-04449
N
E,
L-90-04363
(b) Armored fiber optic cable.
Figure 13. Photographs of fiber-optic-based beam delivery system.
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_Scanning
.... Fiber optic cable
Line projector : .... ...... .... ....
(c) Remote line projector unit with scanning mirror.
L-90-04355
. ii:i!!i!i¸
L-90-04356
(d) Motor controller.
Figure 13. Concluded.
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Figure 14. Sketch of fiber-optic-based beam delivery system.
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Figure 15. Sketch of lmser-to-fiber coupler.
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Figure 16. Photograph of laser power meter and detector head.
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(b) Effect on fiber optic tt}roughput.
Figure 17. Effects of fiber optic cable length on transmission loss and fiber optic throughput.
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Figure 18. Sketch of line projector optics.
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(b) Isometric view of light-sheet generation.
Figure 19. Sketch of light-sheet generation.
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-- Camera head ............................ -:,:_,...-..--_
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Figure 20. Photograph of miniature color video camera.
L-90-04459
Figure 21. Photograph of color video camera on tilt/pan table.
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(a) 55 ° cropped delta wing.
(c) F/A-18A.
Figure 22. Wind tunnel model planform sketches.
(b) 65 ° cropped delta wing-LEX.
I
(d) Outboard control surface wing.
(Sketches are not to scale.)
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(c) Supersonic fighter/interceptor.
! !
(f) Variable-sweep fighter/bomber.
(g) Generic high-speed civil transport.
Figure 22. Concluded.
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Iight-sheet location
I
(a) Strake and wing vortices.
Figure 23. LVS results of 55 ° cropped delta wing model at 2/l_c = 0.40 and c_ = 20 ° from Langley 7- by" 10-FootHigh-Speed Tunnel.
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ight-sheet location
Strake
(b) Close-up view of st rake and wing vortices.
Figure 23. Continued.
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(c) Intcracting vortices and wing vortex breakdown.
Figurc 23. Concluded.
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ILight-sheet location
(a) Wing and LEX vortex flows.
Figure 24. LVS results or 65 ° cropped delta wing-LEX model at Moc = 0.50 and c_ = 25 ° from Langley 7- by
10-Foot High-Speed _[5mnel.
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•-- Light-sheet location
(b) Close-up view of wing and LEX vortex flows.
Figure 24. Continued.
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Light-sheet location
(c) Vortex-vortex and vortex-tail interactions at tails.
Figure 24. Continued.
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(d) Vortex-vortex and vortex-tail interactions aft of tails
Figure 24 Continued
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Light-sheet location
(e) Vortex-vortex and vortex-tail interactions near tail apex.
Figure 24. Continued.
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Light-sheet location
(f) Vortex-vortex and vortex-tail interactions near tail trailing edge.
Figure 24. Continued.
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........... Light-sheet location
(g) Wing and LEX vortex flows upstream of tails at. ,3 = 5°.
Figure 24. Continued.
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Light-sheet location
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Interacting vortices
(h) Wing and LEX vortex flows at tails and ,,3 = 5°.
Figure 24. Continued.
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Figure 24. Continued.
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(k) Lateral-directional stability derivatives at M_ = 0.50.
Figure 2'4. Concluded.
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Light-sheet location
(a) LEX vortex flows.
Figure 25. LVS results on 0.06-scale F/A-18A model at AIac = 0.45 and o_ = 20 ° from Langley 7- by 10-FootHigh-Speed 25mnel.
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Light-sheet location
(b) LEX vortex-tail interaction.
Figure 25. Concluded.
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o . ...... Liaht-sheet location
(a) _l/,_ = 0.50; a = 20 ° (Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel).
Figure 26. LVS results on outboard control surface (OCS) model.
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56
..................................................................Light-sheet location
Combined wing
and OCS vortices
(b) M_o = 1.20; _ = 20 ° (Langlcy 8-Foot High-Speed Tunnel).
Figure 26. Concluded.
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Light-sheet location
(a) Wing vortices; Moc = 0.85; c_ = 18 °.
Figure 27. LVS results on generic supersonic fighter/interceptor model from Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure
Tunnel.
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........ •..........Light-sheet location
Horizontal tail
tip vortex
(b) Cross-flow pattern in near wake of model; M_o = 1.19; a = 9 °.
Figure 27. Continued.
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.................................................................Light-sheet location
(c) Cross-flow pattern in near wake of model; kl_c = 1.19; ct = 18°;/3 = 8°.
Figure 27. Continued.
60
..................................................................Light-sheet location
(d) Cross-flow pattcrn in ncar wake of modcl; -h,Ioc = 1.19; a = 18°;/7 = -8 °.
Figurc 27. Concludcd.
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'Z.i!............ Light-sheet location
(a) Multiplc vortices from wing; ._l_c = 0.85; c_ = 18°; _ = 0 °.
Figure 28. LVS results on variable-sweep fighter/bomber model from Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.
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................... ,>.Z........... Light-sheet location
(b) Wing vortex flows in sideslip; )/t_ = 0.85; c_ = 18°; fl = -4 °.
Figure 28. Continued.
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................................................................ Light-sheet location
(c) Cross-flow pattern in near wake; _Ioc = 1.20; c_ = 22°;/3 = 0°.
Figure 28. Continued.
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t sheet location
Edge of light sheet
(d) Cross-flow pattern in near wake; tlI_ = 1.20; o_ -- 22°; /3 = -8 °.
Figure 28. Concluded.
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..................................................................Light-sheet location
(a) Wing vortex cross fl0w in near wake of model.
Figure 29. LVS results on generic high-speed civil transport model at AIoo = 0.90 and a = 9° from Langley8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.
66 °
..................................................................Light-sheet location
(b) Wing vortex cross flow in far wake of model.
Figure 29. Concluded.
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